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Job Description:

Remote Beginner Chat Specialist (Entry-Level / No Experience)

Company Overview

We prioritize delivering exceptional customer support to foster business success.
We are currently seeking highly motivated individuals with a strong commitment to
providing superior services. We value integrity and enthusiasm as essential
qualities in our team members. If you are looking for an entry-level opportunity that
offers growth potential, flexibility, and a chance to make a real impact, then this
position is perfect for you.

Position: Remote Beginner Chat Specialist

Job Summary

As a Remote Beginner Chat Specialist, you will be responsible for handling
incoming customer support inquiries via live chat channels on various websites and
social media platforms. This dynamic role requires exceptional communication skills
and problem-solving abilities to address support questions from existing customers
and sales inquiries from potential new customers. By effectively engaging with
customers, you will play a crucial role in establishing and maintaining positive
relationships between our business and its valued clientele.

Responsibilities

Respond promptly and professionally to customer inquiries through live chat
channels.
Provide accurate information and timely resolutions to support and sales-
related questions.
Demonstrate excellent communication skills, including active listening and
clear articulation of solutions.
Follow provided guidelines and instructions to ensure consistent service
delivery.

Hiring organization
Work From Home Recruiting

Employment Type
Full-time

Industry
Customer Service

Job Location
Remote work from: United States

Base Salary
$ 25 - $ 35

Date posted
May 18, 2024

Valid through
01.01.2029
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Collaborate with team members and cross-functional departments to
address customer concerns effectively.
Document customer interactions and maintain accurate records of inquiries,
resolutions, and feedback.
Stay updated with product knowledge, company policies, and industry
trends to deliver high-quality support.
Identify opportunities for process improvement and contribute ideas to
enhance customer satisfaction.

Qualifications and Skills

Possess a device (phone, tablet, or laptop) capable of accessing social
media and website chat functions.
Ability to work independently and manage time effectively.
Demonstrate a high level of integrity, reliability, and a strong work ethic.
Exceptional written and verbal communication skills.
Strong problem-solving and analytical abilities.
Availability of at least 10 hours per week to dedicate to the role.
Reliable internet connection to ensure uninterrupted chat support.

Compensation and Benefits

Competitive hourly rate ranging from $25 to $35, commensurate with
experience and performance.
Flexible work schedule with no fixed term contract.
Remote work opportunity, allowing you to work from any location.
Growth potential within the company, with opportunities for career
advancement.
Join a supportive team environment that values collaboration and
professional development.

How to Apply

Our client requires a short three-minute assessment to apply, which you can take by
clicking the button below.

Visit Site

 
                         

Disclosure

 

 

Disclaimer: Please note that Jobtacular.com is NOT a recruitment agency. We
are not an agent or representative of any employer.

Marketing Disclosure: This website is a marketplace. As such you should know
that the owner has a monetary connection to the product and services advertised
on the site. The owner receives payment whenever a qualified lead is referred but
that is the extent of it.

Be sure to check out our partner sites at RemoteJobsSite.com,
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